Corrigendum/Addendum

With reference to tender no: AIIMS/Pat/Tender/2016/Gen Surgery/CUSA/396 held on 23/05/2016 a pre-bid meeting was held on 23/05/2016 in committee hall, medical college building, AIIMS Patna. The issue raised by the firms were discussed and the committee recommended for the following corrigendum issued.

Existing Specification:-

Point no.1:- Console should be light weight and portable on trolley with single foot switch.

Amend to read as: - Console should be mounted on trolley from the same manufacturer with foot switch.

Existing Specification:-

Point no.3:- Console and hand pieces should be capable of working continuous without cooling system.

Amend to read as:- Console and hand pieces should be capable of working continuously. Cooling system should be required to keep unit and hand pieces for getting heated.

Existing Specification:-

Point no.5:- Irrigation rate should be up to 50ml/min.

Amend to read as: - Integrated irrigation pump, adjustable at 0-10ml/min and fast Flush 0-25ml/min.

Existing Specification:-

Point no.7:- Hand piece micro or macro offered should have choice of outside and inside irrigation; Tip of the hand piece must be reusable; can be used for long time continuously without cooling and getting heated. Central activation through footswitch.

Amend to read as: - Hand piece/Tips micro offered should have choice of outside or inside irrigation; Tips of the hand piece must be reusable and changeable in the sterile field; can be used for long time continuously with cooling system to keep hand pieces not getting heated. Central activation through footswitch.

Existing Specification:-

Point no. 7

(a) Macro hand pieces short angled with connecting cable frequency 25-35 kHz approx. 200g, length approx. 40mm tip diameter outer 3.0 mm while inner;2.0mm. Central activation through footswitch.(one each of both frequency)
(b) Macro pen hand piece long angled with connecting cable frequency 25-35 kHz, approx. 100g, length approx. 10 cm tip diameter outer 2-2.5.0 mm while inner: 1.5-2.0mm. (one each of both frequency)
(c) Macro pen hand piece of 35 kHz for bony lesion removable adequate size and weight.

Amend to read as:-

1. One 34-36 kHz Micro hand piece OR One 34-36 kHz Universal hand piece with micro tip.
2. One 23-25 kHz, Angled macro hand piece OR one 23-25 kHz Universal hand piece with curved tip.
3. Bone sculpting handpiece-1No.OR bone sculpting Tips- 4Nos. for bony lesion removable.
4. One 23-36 kHz laparoscopic Hand piece or Reusable Tips- 2 Nos.

Bidder having RF compatible universal hand piece with changeable tips must have to quote at least two hand pieces of different frequencies as specified above.

Existing Specification: -

Point no. 8: Minimum 20 pcs of consumable accessories be provided and easily available thereafter.

Amend to read as: - Minimum 20 pcs of consumable should be provided and easily available thereafter (mention the name of consumable i.e. tubing set etc.)

Existing Specification: -

Point no. 11: Should have original container fore hand pieces for storage and autoclaving.

Amend to read as: - Each hand piece should be provided with container for storing and autoclaving hand pieces (specify the quantity of container)

Following points needs to be added in the specification in continuation after point no. 13.

Point no. 14: Should have tissues select/patient safety dedicated control for differentiating between firm and tougher tissues and patient safety.

Point no. 15: Should be compatible to existing electrosurgical unit and required accessories to be provided to get coagulation effects on the Ultrasonic hand pieces or tips of various types including laparoscopic tip which are going to be supplied along with the system. The coagulation effect should be achieved simultaneously along with fragmentation or independently.

The last date of the submission of the tender is extended up to 24/06/2016 14:00 hrs.
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